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Definition - Universe

u·ni·verse

/ˈyo ͞onəˌvərs/

all existing matter and space considered as a whole; the 

cosmos. The universe is believed to be at least 10 billion 

light years in diameter and contains a vast number of 

galaxies; it has been expanding since its creation about 13 

billion years ago.



The Universe in Context



Impact of Man’s Activities

 Deforestation (Trees produce Oxygen)

 Over-Population

 Hazardous Waste

 Pollution (Smog, Acid rain, Ozone depletion)

 Overuse of Natural Resources

 Greenhouse gas emissions 

 Severe ecological damage



Definitions - Sustainability

 Conserving an economic balance by avoiding 

depletion of natural resources

 Capability of being maintained at a steady level 

without exhausting natural resources or causing 

severe ecological damage



Objective of the Firm



The Debate through History

My company is 

‘organised to

do as much good as we 

can, everywhere, for 

everybody

concerned... And, 

incidentally, make 

money.’ If you gave

workers a good wage and 

sold inexpensive cars ‘the 

money

will fall into your hands’, -

Henry Ford, c1919.



The Debate through History

‘Those advocating

corporate responsibility were 

advocating pure and

unadulterated socialism.’

“There is one and only

one social responsibility of business –

to use its resources

to engage in activities designed to 

increase its profits so

long as it stays within the rules of the 

game”. Milton Friedman, 1970



Impact of Business Activities

✓ Create / Innovate 

products and services 

for public

✓ Produce jobs / skills

✓ Create markets

✓ Pay Taxes

Pollute and deplete

Exploit workers and 

economies

Undermine global 

markets

Undermine financial 

stability



The Debate through History

Companies do not function in 

isolation from

the society around them... In the long 

run, then, social and

economic goals are not inherently 

conflicting but integrally

connected. Productivity depends on 

having workers who

are educated, safe, healthy, decently 

housed, and motivated

by a sense of opportunity.’ – Michael 

Potter and Mark Krammer, 2002



Evolution of Sustainability 
Reporting

Environment, Health & Safety

(EHS)

•employee health
•on-the-job accident rates
•emissions and spills
•volumes of waste generated
• initiatives to reduce

Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR)

• Like HSE but with a 
emphasis on social matters

• ethical labor practices, 
training, education and 
diversity

• corporate philanthropic 
initiatives.

Climate change or greenhouse 
gas emission reporting

greenhouse gas emissions•

efforts to reduce emissions•

regulatory or voluntary•



Triple Bottom Line

The most widely accepted definition of sustainability nowadays is the “triple 

bottom-line” consideration of:

economic viability1)

social responsibility 2)

environmental responsibility. 3)

The triple-bottom-line definition of sustainability is a broad concept. It is 

concerned with:

preservation of the • physical environment and stewardship of natural 

resources, 

the economic and • social context of doing business

the business systems, models and behaviours necessary • for long-term value 

creation.



Standardization Efforts
Global Reporting Initiative :

• most widely used reporting framework and is committed to continuous improvement and global application

• reports based on the GRI framework can be used:

− to benchmark performance with respect to laws, norms, codes, performance standards and voluntary 

initiatives; 

− Demonstrate commitment to sustainable development; and 

− compare organisational performance over time.

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises:

• recommendations addressed by governments to multinational enterprises operating in or from adhering 

countries. 

• provide voluntary principles and standards for responsible business conduct in areas such as employment 

and industrial relations, human rights, environment, information disclosure, combating bribery, consumer 

interests, science and technology, competition, and taxation. 

United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI): 

• provides a framework for institutions to assist them in making ESG considerations when investing

United Nations Global Compact: 

• The UN Global Compact is a strategic policy initiative for businesses that are committed to aligning their 

operations and strategies with ten universally accepted principles

Dow Jones Sustainability Index: 

• Launched in 1999, the Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes are the first global indexes tracking the financial 

performance of the leading sustainability driven companies worldwide.

The Equator Principles: A financial industry benchmark established in 2003 for determining, assessing and 

managing social and environmental risk in project financing



Global Reporting Initiative

• Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) are an independent organisation that was setup in the late

1990’s by an NGO called CERES. Later moved to Netherlands.

• The reporting standards set by GRI are done with the following ideas and elements in mind:

− Multi Stakeholder Input: Combination of technical expertise and diversity of practical

experience

− A Record of Use and Endorsement: 92% of the worlds largest 250 companies report

using the GRI standards and this number is set to grow

− Governmental References and Activities: The GRI has long standing relationships with

over 20 international organisations such as UNGC and OECD

− Independence: The global sustainability standards board gives a greater degree of

independence while funding is secured from diverse sources ensuring there isn’t a strong

influence exerted by one key investor.



GRI Framework

Standard disclosures
Strategy &  •

profile
Management •

approach
Performance •

Indicators

• Airports
• Apparels
• Food Processing
• Tour operators
• LSPs
• NGOs
• etc



GRI standard disclosures



GRI Performance Indicators 
Examples (G4)

• Financial implications 
and other R&O due to 
climate change

• Local Hiring 

Economic

• Materials used that 
are recycled

• Energy consumed

• Volume of waste

• Impact of 
transportation

Environment

Health and Safety •
measures

Hours of training•

Human right screening •
of suppliers

Customer satisfaction•

Social



BRICS Experience



East Africa – Safaricom
Example



East Africa – KCB Example



Kenyan Problems

- Corruption
- Ethnic antagonism and 

competition
- Lack of National Ethos

* Inclusivity and Devolution



Standardization Efforts –
Towards Convergence

International Integrated Reporting Committee (IIRC): 

• Launched in August 2010

• Joint initiative of the Prince of Wales’ Accounting for Sustainability Project (A4S) and the 

Global Reporting Initiative

• Objective is to create a globally accepted framework for accounting for sustainability that 

brings together: financial, environmental, social, and governance information

• In a clear, concise, consistent and comparable format. 

• The intention is to help with the development of more comprehensive and comprehensible 

information about an organisation’s total performance, prospective as well as retrospective, 

to meet the needs of the emerging, more sustainable, global economic model. 

• The committee and working groups involve representatives from the corporate, accounting, 

securities, regulatory, non-governmental organisation, and standard setting sectors.



Connected or Integrated 
Reporting

 Connected or integrated reporting, is the reporting of both financial and non-

financial information, including sustainability information, in an integrated way,

 It contrasts with the current prevailing practice of issuing separate, stand-alone 

financial and sustainability reports. 

 The trend towards connected reporting is responsive to the perceived need for 

enhanced reporting that connects

• Connects strategy, risk and performance 

• Encompasses financial measures, key performance drivers, and 

sustainability opportunities and impacts. 



• An <IR> is concise communication about how an organization's 

strategy, governance, performance and prospects, in the context of 

its external environment, lead to the creation of value in the short, 

medium and long term. 

• Quantitative and qualitative information is used to show how the 

6 stocks of value (capitals) are impacted by the activities and 

outputs of an organization. 

• The 6 capitals are: financial, manufactured, intellectual, human, 

social and relationship, and natural. 25

Connected or Integrated 
Reporting



The <IR> Framework



<IR> Content 
Considerations

• Overview of business and environment

• Sustainability strategy  ST, MT & LT + 

Integration into business model, value etc

• Identify KPIs

• Balanced and Transparent (Good, Bad & Ugly)

• Risks and Opps

• Materiality

• Impact of sustainability on bottom-line

• Upward and downstream value chains

• Incentivisation strategy and buy-in

Engagement and feedback•

Governance / •

accountability framework 

for program

Assurance / Endorsement•



<IR> Example - India



Benefits

• Demonstrate commitment to the environment or social issues 

to employees and communities 

• Promote transparency and solicit feedback on their performance 

in response to demands for information from:

— investors, customers, regulators, advocacy groups and 

non-governmental organizations (NGOs)

• Manage and communicate risk better

• Enhance or protect their reputation and competitive advantage

• Grow shareholder and brand value



Some Criticisms

• Not enough data …Big Data?

• Too many indicators

• Value Chain assessments too complex

• Conflict with Rating agencies

• Cost

• Top management appetite for more openness



What Accountants can do -
Business

• identify ESG opportunities and risks and develop strategies that address the same

• Support global convergence efforts and Kenyanisation (Big 4, Hand Shake, Mau

Water Tower)

• Support bench-marking and local research

• Accounting for tradable shares

• Spearhead and early-adopt technologies to assist collect and analyse ESG data (AI,

Big Data, Block Chain etc)

• Assurance

• Training (KASNEB, Seminars etc)

• Public sector application

• NATURE ABHORS A VACUUM



Key References & Resources

• https://www.aicpa.org/interestareas/businessindustryandgovernment/resources/sustainabili
ty/sustainabilityfaqs.html

• Adams and Frost, (2006) Accounting for ethical, social, environmental and economic issues: 
towards an integrated approach, CIMA may be viewed at: 
www.cimaglobal.com/sustainability

• https://www.cimaglobal.com/Research--Insight/Sustainability-in-emerging-markets-
lessons-from-South-Africa/

• http://integratedreporting.org/
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